Abstract. We implement a variant of the algorithm described by Yarowsky and Ngai in [21] to induce an HMM POS tagger for an arbitrary target language using only an existing POS tagger for a source language and an unannotated parallel corpus between the source and target languages. We extend this work by projecting from multiple source languages onto a single target language. We hypothesize that systematic transfer errors from differing source languages will cancel out, improving the quality of bootstrapped resources in the target language. Our experiments confirm the hypothesis. Each experiment compares three cases: (a) source data comes from a single language A, (b) source data comes from a single language B, and (c) source data comes from both A and B, but half as much from each. Apart from the source language, other conditions are held constant in all three cases -including the total amount of source data used. The null hypothesis is that performance in the mixed case would be an average of performance in the single-language cases, but in fact, mixed-case performance always exceeds the maximum of the single-language cases. We observed this effect in all six experiments we ran, involving three different source-language pairs and two different target languages.
Introduction

Background
Statistical NLP techniques typically require large amounts of annotated data. Labelling data by hand is time-consuming; a natural goal is therefore to generate text analysis tools automatically, using minimal resources. Yarowsky et al. [22] present methods for automatically inducing various monolingual text analysis tools for an arbitrary target language, using only the corresponding text analysis tool for a source language and a parallel corpus between the source and target languages. Hwa et al. [15] induce a parser for Chinese text via projection from English using a similar method to that of [22] . Cucerzan and Yarowsky [8] present a method for bootstrapping a POS tagger for an arbitrary target language using only a bilingual dictionary between the source and target languages, a "basic library reference grammar" for the target language, and an existing corpus in the target language.
While automatically induced text analysis tools use fewer resources, their accuracy lags behind that of more resource-intensive tools. One solution to the problem of error reduction on NLP tasks is to train multiple classifiers, then compute a consensus classifier. Combining multiple classifiers is an effective way to reduce error if the errors made by each classifier are independently distributed. Such approaches have been successfully applied to a range of NLP tasks. Brill and Wu [4] , van Halteren et al. [19] , and Zavrel and Daelemans [23] investigate various methods for improving the performance of statistical POS taggers by combining multiple such taggers. Henderson and Brill [14] combine the Charniak, Collins, and Ratnaparkhi parsers to achieve an accuracy surpassing the best previous results on the WSJ. Gollins and Sanderson [10] apply projection via multiple source languages to reduce error in cross-linguistic information retrieval.
Motivation
We hypothesize that a large component of the error rate in the automatically induced text analysis tools generated by [22] is due to morphosyntactic differences between the source and target languages that are specific to each source-target language pair. Therefore, training POS taggers on additional source languages should result in multiple classifiers which produce independently distributed errors on the target language.
Previous research in classifier combination for POS tagging has focused primarily on combining various statistical classifiers trained on data in the same language. Thus, our approach is novel in its exploitation of differences across languages, rather than differences across statistical methods, to improve performance on POS tagging. Our method is general in that it does not rely on language-specific information, and requires no annotated resources in the target language.
Our method is easily extensible to new languages. While it requires a parallel corpus between each source language and the target language, the corpora used to train each single-source tagger need not be translations of the same text. Furthermore, our algorithm is applicable even to target languages belonging to distinct language families from those of the source languages.
Task Overview
Using existing POS taggers for English, German, and Spanish, we generate single-source taggers for Czech and French via projection across parallel translations of the Bible. To obtain a theoretical upper bound on the performance improvement that is possible by combining multiple POS taggers, we measure the complementarity between each pair of single-source taggers. We examine various ways to combine the output of these single-source taggers into a consensus tagger, and measure the resulting performance improvement.
Methods
Single-Source POS Tagger Induction
We implement a variant of the algorithm described in [21] for constructing a single-source bigram-based HMM POS tagger for a target language. First, we identify a language (the "source language") for which a POS tagger exists, and a sentence-aligned parallel corpus consisting of text in the source language and its translation in the target language. We then align the parallel corpora at the word-level using GIZA++ [1] . Next, we annotate the source text using an existing POS tagger. Finally, we project these annotations across the parallel text from the source text to the target text, smooth these projections, and use the projected annotations to train an HMM POS tagger for the target language.
In more detail, we implement the following procedure, based on [21]:
1. Obtain a sentence-aligned parallel corpus in the source and target languages (see Section 2.4). 2. Align the parallel corpus at the word-level using GIZA++ 1 .
English: He(1) likes(2) cats(4). French: Il(1) aime(2) les(3) chats(4).
3. Tag the source portion of the parallel corpus using an existing POS tagger for the source language 2 . We use the Brill tagger 3 for English [3] , the TNT tagger 4 for German, and the SVMTool tagger 5 for Spanish.
English: He/PRP likes/VBP cats/NNS.
Since the POS tagger for each source language uses its own distinct tagset, we convert the output of each tagger to a "generic" tagset for comparison purposes. Additionally, we label each POS tag as belonging to one of several more general "core" tagset categories (see Table 1 ). 4. Using the mapping induced by the word-level alignments, project the POS tags from the source language onto the target language.
French: Il/PRP aime/VB les/NULL chats/NNS.
1 GIZA++ is a component of EGYPT, an open-source implementation of IBM's statistical machine translation system [1] . 2 For all existing POS taggers, we use the default models provided with the tagger for training in the source language. For taggers with variable parameter settings, we use the default settings for all parameters. 3 A transformation-based tagger [3] . 4 A bigram-based Markov tagger [2] . 5 An SVM-based tagger [9] .
Note that tag projection is complicated by the occurrence of many-to-one word alignments from source to target. To handle such cases, we compute two estimates of tag probabilities, P (t i |w i ): one using only 1-to-1 alignments, and the other using 1-to-n alignments. We then linearly combine the two estimators. 5. Before computing the P (w i |t i ) model, several steps must be taken to smooth the initial, noisy tag projections. First, P (w i |t i ) can be decomposed as follows:
To smooth P (t i |w i ), the simplifying assumption is made that in most natural languages, each word has at most two possible POS tags at the core tagset granularity. We count the relative frequency of each tag that is assigned to that French word by the tag projection from English, then discard all but the two most frequently assigned core tags. We then recursively smooth the tag probabilities in favor of the two most probable subtags for each of the core tags, where the subtags are members of the more finely grained "generic" tagset. We compute P (t i ) and P (w i ) using corpus frequency. 6. We estimate the probability of unknown words using the probability of words appearing only once in the training corpus. We replace all words occurring only once in the training corpus by the "UNK" token. 7. Before computing the P (t j |t i ) model, we filter the training data to remove those sentence pairs whose alignment score (as determined by GIZA++) falls into the lowest 25% of alignment scores. To estimate the probability of unknown state transitions, we perform Witten-Bell smoothing [20] on P (t j |t i ) to assign non-zero probabilities to state transitions not seen in the training data. 8. The resulting model defines an HMM bigram-based tagger in the target language. We use the Viterbi algorithm to determine the most likely sequence of tags given a sentence in the target language [17] .
Multiple-Source POS Tagger Induction
To compute a multiple-source consensus tagger, we train n single-source taggers using n parallel texts, each pairing one of the source languages with the target language. We then apply each single-source tagger to the test sentences. For each word in the test sentences, we record the probability distribution P i (t|w) over possible tags that the i th single-source tagger produces. We then compute two consensus taggers, Majority Tag and Linear Combination, by combining the output from each of the n taggers, P 1 (t|w) . . . P n (t|w) as follows:
Majority Tag: Each tagger outputs the most likely tag
for w. We select the tag from t best 1 , . . . , t best n that receives the greatest number of votes from single-source taggers. To break ties, we select the tag chosen with the highest probability by the taggers that selected it.
Linear Combination: Each tagger outputs a vector of probabilities over possible tags t given w. We take a linear combination of these vectors to compute P linear (T |w), then select the tag t linear with the highest probability.
In our experiments, we set k i = 1 n , so we effectively average the probability distributions of each tagger over possible tags t for w.
Tagsets
Two tagsets of different granularities are used in the experiments: the coarsegrained "core" and fine-grained "generic" tagsets (see Table 1 ). While it can be difficult to map fine-grained POS tags from one language directly onto another another because of morphological differences between languages, languages tend to agree on tags at a coarse-grained level.
Data Sets
We use two corpora in our experiments: the Bible (with translations in English, Czech, French, German, and Spanish), and the Hansards parallel corpus of Canadian parliamentary proceedings (with translations in English and French). For the Bible experiments, we use the entire 31,100-line text: training data consists of either one 31,000-line excerpt or two 15,500-line excerpts, while testing data consists of a held-out 100-sentence excerpt. For the Hansards experiments, training data consists of a 85,000-line excerpt; testing data consists of a held-out 100-sentence excerpt. We perform the following pre-processing steps. Each text is filtered to remove punctuation and converted to lower case; accents are preserved. The English, French, German, and Spanish texts are tokenized to expand elisions. 6 
Results
We report percent agreement with the correct tags, determined by comparison with the output of the Treetag tagger 7 for French, and a hybrid rulebased/HMM-based tagger 8 for Czech. For French, agreement with the correctly tagged text is measured on the generic and core tagsets. For Czech, agreement is measured on the core tagset only, since this is the POS tagset provided by the tagger we use for evaluation purposes. All experiments use 5-fold crossvalidation. For each iteration, the parallel corpus is divided randomly into training and testing sets. The accuracy of each single-source tagger is limited by the accuracy of the tagger used to tag the source training text; the accuracy of the evaluation of each tagger's performance on French and Czech text is limited by the accuracy of the reference tagger against which it is compared (Table 2). 
Single-Source
For each single-source tagger, we train on 31,000 lines of the parallel Bible between the source and target languages and test on 100 held-out lines of the Bible in the target language. We report the accuracy of the induced taggers on French (Tables 5 and 4) and Czech (Table 6 ).
To compare our baseline single-source tagger performance against that of [21] , we conduct the following experiment, after the experimental procedure used by [21] . We train a single-source English-projected tagger for French on a 2,000,000-word (approximately 85,000-line) excerpt of the French-English Hansards corpus and test it on a 100-line excerpt of the same corpus. We obtain accuracies of 86.5% and 91.1% on the generic and core tagsets, respectively; [21] report accuracies of 91% and 94% on the "English Equivalent" and "core" tagsets, respectively. 
Multiple-Source
Complementarity: We compute the pairwise complementarity of each pair of single-source taggers. Brill and Wu [4] define the complementarity of a pair of taggers i and j as the percentage of cases when tagger i is wrong that tagger j is correct (See Table 3) : Pairwise Combination: To determine whether tagger performance improves by using training data from two different source languages, without increasing the total amount of training data, we perform the following experiments. For each possible combination of two single-source taggers, we partition the Bible into two 15,500-line training sets (the first, a parallel corpus between one source language and the target language; the second, a parallel corpus between the other source language and the target language), and a 100-line held-out testing set. We train the first single-source tagger on one half, train the second single-source tagger on the second half, combine their output using the methods described in Section 2.2, and test the resulting consensus tagger on a held-out 100-line excerpt of the French (Tables n-Way Combination: To examine how much tagger performance can be improved by increasing the total amount of training data n-fold and training each of n single-source taggers on the full 31,000 lines of the Bible, then computing a consensus tagger, we perform the following experiment. We train each singlesource tagger on 31,000 lines of the Bible, then compute the consensus output of all 3 single-source taggers on a held-out 100-line excerpt of the French (Tables  4 and 5) or Czech (Table 6 ) Bibles. For each n-way combination of taggers, we report the percent error reduction of the combined tagger in comparison to the average accuracy of the constituent single-source taggers.
Discussion
All multiple-source taggers outperform the corresponding single-source taggersthus, incorporating multiple source languages improves performance, even when the total amount of training data is held constant (as in the pairwise combination experiments).
Single-Source Taggers
We expect performance to be highest for those source-target language pairs that are most similar to each other, linguistically. At the generic tagset level, the poor performance of the Spanish-projected single-source tagger on French text is partially due to a discrepancy between the SVMTool tagset [9] and our generic tagset 10 . At the core tagset level, the distinction between verb tenses becomes irrelevant, and the performance of the Spanish-projected tagger matches that of the other single-source taggers more closely on French data; still, its performance is lower than expected given the close morphosyntactic correspondence between Spanish and French.
11
For several reasons, we expect single-source tagger performance to be poorer on Czech (Table 6 ) than on French (Tables 5 and 4 ). First, Czech is a "highly inflected" language: the role of function words in the Germanic and Romance languages is typically filled by suffixes in Czech. Second, Czech exhibits a "relatively free word order" [7] . Since a great deal of the POS information exploited by an HMM tagger is contained in sequences of function words 12 , these features of Czech hinder the performance of an HMM POS tagger. 13 Finally, Czech belongs to the Slavic language family, and is therefore further removed than French from the Germanic and Romance families of the source languages used to train the single-source taggers.
Although our single-source taggers do not replicate the performance results reported by [21] (91% and 94% accuracy on generic and core tagsets, respectively), our primary concern is not their absolute performance but rather their 10 e.g., SVMTool [9] does not make certain distinctions in verb tense that we make in our generic tagset. 11 One likely explanation for this discrepancy is that we do not optimize the parameters of the Spanish POS tagger used to annotate the source corpus to suit the input format of our data set, but instead use the default settings. We estimate that optimizing these parameters to match our data set could result in an increase of 1-2% accuracy in the Spanish-projected source tagger for French and Czech; however, such an increase in performance of one of the baseline experiments would not change our conclusion in a significant way. 12 e.g., a "DT" is likely to be followed by a "NN" in English. 13 The Czech tagger we use for reference [13] combines a rule-based morphological analyzer with an HMM POS tagger to combat these problems; our induced HMM POS taggers, lacking any morphological analysis component, may not exploit the correct type of information for such languages.
performance relative to the multiple-source taggers. We think it plausible that the improvements we observe would also be observed with Yarowsky's singlesource taggers, but it remains an open question.
Multiple-Source Taggers
Complementarity. Pairwise complementarity among single-source taggers is relatively high on French at both tagset granularities (Table 3) . The low pairwise complementarity of taggers on Czech may indicate the existence of a ceiling on the performance of the single-source tagger induction algorithm, imposed by the limited degree of similarity between any of the source languages with the target language. Even under such circumstances, we still see improvement (though diminished) by combining single-source taggers for Czech. One factor whose influence upon tagger complementarity must be acknowledged is the diversity of the statistical models underlying each of the POS taggers used to tag the source portion of the training text. Since we use a different type of tagger to tag each source language, we cannot separate the component of complementarity that is caused by the difference in statistical models among sources from the component caused by the difference in languages.
Pairwise Combination. All pairwise combined taggers outperform the corresponding single-source taggers, though the total amount of training data is unchanged. We observe this improvement on both French and Czech. This suggests that our approach is likely to improve performance over single-source taggers on a wide range of target languages, and does not depend upon a close correspondence between any of the source and target languages. n-Way Combination. As expected (given the n-fold increase in training data), all n-way combined taggers outperform the corresponding single-source taggers, suggesting that when parallel training data between a particular source-language pair is limited, the performance of a POS tagger projected across that language pair can be improved by the use of a parallel corpus between the target language and a different source language.
Conclusion
Projection from multiple source languages significantly improves the performance of automatically induced POS taggers on a target language. We observe performance gains from incorporating multiple source taggers even when the total amount of training data is held constant, indicating that multiple languages provide sources of information whose errors are independent and randomly distributed to a large extent. The approach presented here is general in that it does not depend on any language-specific resources in the target language beyond parallel corpora. Our results suggest that the performance of text analysis tools induced using parallel corpora can benefit from the incorporation of resources in other languages, even in the case of source languages belonging to distinct linguistic families from the target language.
Future Work
To further improve the accuracy of induced multiple-source taggers, we plan to investigate other methods for combining the output of single-source POS taggers. We hypothesize that combining the models constructed by each tagger before applying each tagger to the testing set would result in greater performance gains.
